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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

NSi TEAMS UP WITH EDG
Strengthening Sales Forces and Sharing Expertise
Dayton, OH. – November 4th, 2014 – Newspaper Solutions, LLC (NSi) is pleased to announce a
newly established strategic alliance with Electronic Design Group Inc. (EDG). The move is intended to bolster
NSi’s automation and control’s offering with access to EDG’s automation and drives expertise. EDG is known
in the industry for retrofit solutions for Press Drives, RTPs, Conveyors and other equipment.
This agreement will augment EDG’s sales force utilizing NSi’s “feet on the street”; acting in a Manufacturer’s
Rep capacity. In addition, EDG will have access to 40+ years of NSi’s production operations, press and post
press experience which includes Heidelberg/Goss upgrade expertise. The partnership will open up
opportunities for single width, double width and commercial operations and for all post press equipment
enhancements for Harris, Heidelberg, Goss and GMA/Muller equipment.
“Coming from our Goss and Heidelberg equipment background, we are familiar with many of the choices
newspapers are looking at as their operations transition. The arrangement with EDG is a natural extension of
what we offer today, reliable solutions at good value. NSi is well positioned to open doors and generate
interest in EDG’s automation solutions. We see it as a Win-Win opportunity.” states Doug Gibson, President,
Newspaper Solutions Inc.
“We welcome the opportunity to leverage our newspaper industry relationships and are excited about joining
forces with the highly respected experts at NSi. Having the experienced and knowledgeable sales team
onboard with EDG makes both our offerings stronger.” says EDG’s Dave Bast, Director of Business
Development.
ABOUT EDG - Electronic Design Group Inc. is a focused team of experts with over 50 years’ of Newspaper
experience, specializing in automation and drives. EDG is committed to collaborating with clients to develop
innovative technical solutions for various industrial applications. These solutions include Press Drive retrofits,
RTP upgrades, Conveyor modernization, etc.
More information about EDG is available at
www.electronicdesigngroup.ca.
ABOUT NSi – Newspaper Solutions, LLC is headquartered in Dayton, Ohio with a sales team that covers
North America & South America. NSi provides used equipment for newspaper production operations, press
and post press solutions; evaluation of newspaper production operations with proven cost reduction solutions;
and equipment audits and training programs for both commercial and newspaper operations.
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